BYRD TOOL
SHELIX KNIFE REPLACEMENT OR ROTATING INSTRUCTIONS

Begin by removing the knife and screw and clean as necessary. When installing, move the knife back and forth a few times on the seat to make sure there's no burs or dirt. Hold it away from the back of the seat (slightly pull toward yourself if facing the cutting edge) and let the screw pull the knife into position. Your thumb can also be used to press down and out at the back of the knife if that's easier. When it’s fully seated the front of the screw should pull down against the tip. (a hard hand tightening is about 45 in lb)

Don’t try to place the knife directly over the screw hole, in doing so it can ride up on the back of the seat and cause it to not index properly; possibly cracking it. (a slight offset between the screw hole and the hole in the knife is normal) NOTE: if you've been having knives break, there could be some very small embedded pieces of carbide in the seat that could continue causing the replacement tips not to seat flat and also break. Bit used is a T25 torx plus.

IF YOU EXPERIENCE THE FOLLOWING

- Saw-tooth = knives rotating, one side cutting deeper than the other, contact us
- Steps = leaving a ridge, knife is not fully seated, knife is locating slightly against the back of the seat, not flat to the seat. Leaving a groove, knife cutting to deep, may be lifting during the cut and also rotating, or debris under the knife.
- Excessive scallop = contact us for further information @byrdtoolcorp@gmail.com
- Model, type of machine, markings that are on the knives and a picture are always helpful.

It may help to slightly tighten the screw, then back it off about ¾ of a turn, then position the knife away from the back of the seat.

Run a test board through positioning against one of the bed guides for reference, mark the spots, then raise the carriage enough to side the board back under the head in the position it was ran through. By removing the dust chute, and looking down from above, by rotating the head you can isolate exactly which knife/knives are causing the problem.